Sub:- Website for monitoring of Electronic In-motion Weighbridges.

A web based application to monitor the “Performance of Electronic in-motion Weighbridges” has been developed by Railway Board. Beta version of the site is already in use by WR & ER.

Reports based on Zone wise/Division wise/Weighbridge make/Weighbridge Type/Date of commissioning etc. have been incorporated in this software. Details of weighbridges are to be filled by concerned Zonal Railways. The website has been developed with an objective to improve monitoring of the weighbridges on IR.

Status should be updated on the http://10.1.10.21/devwb/login.htm, available on Railnet website. Feedback regarding features/improvements required may be sent to dirdev@rb.railnet.gov.in.

Names, phone nos. & e-mail addresses of nominated officers for obtaining login password of the application may please be sent to dirdev@rb.railnet.gov.in.
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